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Human body systems and their functions quizlet

ColiN00B/Pixabay The nervous system is perhaps the most important part of the body. The roles it serves are crucial for perceiving and responding to the world around us. Our nervous systems allow our body to respond to stimuli and coordinate important bodily functions.Parts of the Nervous System The nervous system consists of the brain, organs
used to provide sensory information, spinal cord and all the nerves that connect them. Each part of the nervous system is responsible for providing some level of control over the body. The nervous system is made of two groups: the central nervous system and peripheral nervous system The central nervous system, also known as the CNS, includes
both the spinal cord and the brain. They are the control center of the body. These are the parts of the body in which you make decisions and evaluate the world. The peripheral nervous system, or PNS, consists of sensory nerves and organs in the body. This part of the nervous system monitors the world around you and then sends information to the
brain. Sensory Function The sensory function of the nervous system is the part that gathers information about both the world around you and the inside of the body. The nervous system collects the data and then interprets it in a way that the brain can understand and respond. For example, the eyes are one of the most important sensory organs. The
eyes take in light and convert it into electrical signals that travel to the brain and create an image. Other sensations the body perceives and interprets include taste, smell, touch, and hearing. The nervous system also senses the body’s internal environment, though you may not be consciously aware of it. Communicative Function Communication is
another crucial feature of the nervous system. Without the communicative function of the nervous system, the brain and spinal cord would miss out on important information coming from the sensory organs. For example, the nerves in your hand may experience a reaction when you place your hand on a hot burner, but without communicating the pain
to your brain, you might not know to pull your hand away and prevent further burning. Integrative Function Information is processed via the nervous system’s integrative functioning. Integration occurs when a stimulus is sent to the area in which the information is processed. Stimuli may be compared with other stimuli, perhaps those that occur at
the same time or memories of those past. This means that an individual can respond to a stimulus based on experience. Motor Function The nervous system also serves a motor purpose that results after the nervous system responds to perceived stimuli. The motor function creates the response to the stimuli, often in the form of contracting muscles.
Some forms of response are voluntary, and some are completely involuntary, like a reflex. For example, it’s the motor function of the nervous system that causes you to pull your hand away from a hot stove or to jump out of the way of a moving vehicle. MORE FROM REFERENCE.COM Photo Courtesy: @FUTURESOFTKE/Twitter As the tasks of HR
departments intensify, so should the technical capabilities of the software solutions managed by every organization. Efficient Human Resources Management Systems (HRMS) work to help companies meet the constantly changing demands of evolving technology. The best systems feature both Human Capital Management (HCM) and Human
Resource Information System (HRIS) technology and focus mostly on reducing costs and managing workforce roles like employee productivity, time off and hiring. With an array of software solutions to consider, pricing and essential features become key factors in the decision making process. You want to select a product that fits your budget but also
provides all the functionality you need to manage your human resource operations. The best options are often software solutions that are highly rated by your peers, offer real-time analytics and work efficiently for the long haul. To help you find your desired Human Resources Management System, we’ve analyzed various solutions to determine the
top contenders when it comes to ease of use and efficient operation.BambooHRBambooHR is a cloud-based HRMS for small and midsize businesses, who can use the application’s diverse features to efficiently manage payroll processing, time tracking, applicant tracking, automated alerts and employee data analytics. It also offers customization tools,
numerous administrative functions and resources for customer assistance and inactive staff management. Administrators can grant access to all the workers for certain tasks or completely restrict access to HR personnel who need it. Photo Courtesy: @bamboohr/Twitter The BambooHr system uses a subscription-based pricing format (pay-peremployee) and includes a one-time implementation fee. It’s compatible with both iOS and Android devices for mobile recruiting and hiring.UltiProAs a product of Ultimate Software, UltiPro is a cloud-based HCM software solution aimed at helping companies process payroll faster and more efficiently and facilitate ongoing staff recruitment and
training. This configurable software system can also administer workplace surveys to gather employee feedback related to the workplace. Organizations can leverage those surveys as well as other business intelligence and reporting functionality across all of its solutions. Photo Courtesy: @UltimateHCM/Twitter Through UltiPro, Ultimate Software
manages millions of cloud-based employee records across various industries worldwide. It’s compatible with Windows, Linux and Mac OS operating systems.Bitrix24Bitrix24 software is a free business management suite that’s ideal for all company sizes and is currently being used by more than six million businesses worldwide. Organizations use the
software to manage, engage and reward employees using likes and badges. It features real-time communication, an employee registry, workflow automation, a report builder and a self-service system that employees can access themselves. Photo Courtesy: @bitrix24/Twitter The system allows users to store and search for human resource (HR) files
and employee contracts in one location. Moreover, its social intranet assists in training employees and workflow management. Administrators can establish and maintain employee access permissions and record their organizational charts in the database as well.ZenefitsWith an easy-to-use platform, Zenefits includes most of what startups and smallto-medium-sized businesses (SMBs) need for benefits administration in its array of HR solutions. It features well-being and performance apps that integrate with consulting services and linked partner applications to significantly improve HR administration. Startups and small businesses can choose either Zen, Growth or Essentials pricing packages to
manage their human resources effectively at the level they need.Photo Courtesy: Zenefits Zoho People (Zoho HR)Zoho People software is a cloud-based human resource solution that favors all business sizes. From employee leave and attendance management to employee self-service and time tracking, Zoho People has it all covered. It features drag
and drop functionality, HR file cabinet, form customization and appraisals, and much more. The application is compatible with HP-UX, Mac OS, AIX, Windows, Linux and Solaris systems. With the free version, you can add up to five workers. Monthly access for larger numbers of employees are subject to a pay-per-employee pricing system.Photo
Courtesy: @zoho/Twitter APS SoftwareAPS’ mission is to make payroll and human resource management easier. Since 1996, APS software has provided payroll and tax compliance services to small to midsize businesses. In 2004, the company switched to its current cloud-based solution for workforce management. Apart from managing employee
payrolls and attendance, APS software is also part of the ACA Compliance Group. Employees and administrators can access the APS system from any computer or smartphone.Photo Courtesy: @APSPayroll/Twitter iCIMSiCIMS is packed with features that cover the human resources needs of SMBs. It seamlessly connects HCM and HRIS to form an
efficient, end-to-end business recruitment platform. The system consists of award-winning recruitment marketing, hiring and advanced communication suites that help reduce management costs and the time to hire new personnel.Photo Courtesy: @iCIMS/Twitter MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Score: 0% Rank: Correct Answer:
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